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we also marched the women and
children of
ofzions
zions camp 1834
andrea G radke

all victory and glory is brought to pass unto you through your dilifaith dac
of falth
gence faithfulness and prayers offaith
d&c 10336 on february 241834
joseph smith received this promise for the members of the zion s camp
expedition further the assurance came that my the lord s presence shall
be with you
let no man be afraid to lay down his life for my sake for
whoso
choso layeth
d&c 10326 27
labeth down his life for my sake shall find it again dac
certainly the expedition to missouri in 1834 held terrible possibilities for
danger sickness and violence nevertheless spiritual blessings were
promised to those who offered their lives safety comfort and worldly
goods most often associated with the more than two hundred men who
volunteered to march with zion s camp spiritual benefits also enriched
the women and children who accompanied the expedition
while considered a failure in its ultimate goal of reclaiming lost lands
and relieving the heavy persecutions in missouri zion s camp has been
seen as a historical turning point for the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints from the members of zion s camp joseph smith drew a
majority of the quorum of the twelve apostles and the whole of the first
quorum of the seventy the hardships of the 1834 missouri expedition
provided important enduring legacies uniting its members in a stronger
loyalty to joseph smith and other leaders solidifying the participants dedication to the churchs
churche cause and schooling young leaders in the organizational skills necessary to move masses of people much focus has been
above mentioned factors influenced male church
placed upon how the abovementioned
leaders according to J karl wood
while those lands missouri were not redeemed at this time the effort made
by zion s camp was of great value to the church it helped train leaders for a
later trek across the great plains it challenged the attention odthe
ofthe
of the world with
a striking example of faith unity and unselfish purpose manifest by members of this new and much maligned christian denomination and finally it
brought to light latent qualities of strength as well as hidden weaknesses in a
group of men from whom leaders in god s church were to be chosen
1

these same qualities and cultural legacies have yet to be applied to the
camps lesser known participants little attention has been paid to the women
and children who marched with zion s camp in 1834 two major works on
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minor age particzion s camp have devoted brief focus to the female and minorage
ipants roger launius s zion s camp expedition to missouri 1834 published in 1984 contains one incomplete list of the women and children of
zions camp along with a few anecdotal references to the women 2 james L
bradley in zions camp 1834 prelude to the civil war published in 1990
claims that little attention before this study has been given the women
and children of zion s camp and further suggests that these forgotten
odthe
the camp should be remembered along with the
of
but important members ofthe
men 3 he attempts to remedy this omission by providing a complete and
fairly accurate summary of all available primary lists of female and child
members but does not move beyond a listing ofthe
odthe
of the womens names which
are placed in appendix B
in recent years historians have dedicated more attention to the contributions of women to mormon history the role of women in military
expeditions received some attention in women odthe
of the mormon battalion by
ofthe
carl V larson and shirley N maynes that work has shown the role of
women as cooks nurses laundresses and companions to their husbands
during the long march it has also recognized that hardships were shared
by both men and women 4 A similar study can be applied to the women
who marched with zions camp beyond that broader interpretations of
the cultural and spiritual legacies of the expedition may be ascertained
odthe
of the zions camp experience on twelve
this essay will examine the impact ofthe
women and several children who also marched to zion in 1834
very little primary documentation exists about the specific activities
odthe
of the women and children ofzions
of zions camp no journals diaries or letters
ofthe
from the pens of the women have survived if they ever existed the male
diarists and recorders have provided us with lists of names a few anecdotes and some descriptions of illness and death as these hardships
affected the women only two husbands jacob gates and joseph hoi
hol
brook wrote about the activities of themselves and their wives on the
expedition information about the women of zion s camp must be
pieced together through later sources genealogical records and secondhand accounts

historical background

on february 221834 two days prior to joseph smith s revelation dis
cussed above lyman wight and parley P pratt arrived from missouri with
ofdevastating persecutions against the missouri saints in late fall
the news of devastating
of 1833 atrocities against the jackson county saints were so severe that the
saints were forced to relocate to clay county in november and december
1833 when joseph received word of the troubles in jackson county he
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resolved immediately to organize an expedition to missouri to relieve the
saints and reacquire their lands at the sunday meeting on february 24
the prophet called for volunteers to offer supplies money and personal
service within a few days recruiters left kirtland to find more volunteers
money and supplies in the east by the end of march finances were still
scarce and recruits were arriving slowly
the need for more recruits prompted joseph to send hyrum smith
and lyman wight north to michigan and illinois to find volunteers among
the northern saints smith and white left kirtland on april 211834 from
michigan they were to lead their detachment to a rendezvous point on the
salt river in northern missouri where they would meet the main body of
the camp joseph s larger detachment would depart from kirtland and
travel west through ohio indiana and illinois to the point on salt river
where a sizable branch of the church was led by james allred women and
children participated in both the michigan and ohio detachments of

zions camp
in late april hyrum smith and lyman wight arrived in pontiac
michigan where there was a small branch of the church they accepted
recruits most of whom intended to travel to missouri to settle permanently A few families took advantage of the opportunity to accompany the
expedition and approximately nine men three women and three boys left
pontiac with smith and wight on may 5 1834 5
josephs group had been collecting recruits since february he determined the departure point as new portage ohio A few families also joined
josephs detachment with the intent of settling in missouri the detachincidentally the same day as hyrum s dement left kirtland on may 5 co coincidentally
parture with josephs group traveled eight or nine women one girl and at
least five small children
one woman played a role in the financing of
zion s camp joseph and
ofzion
the other leaders worried greatly over money as the church had a great
deal of debt and few resources only small amounts of money trickled
into kirtland while fretting over finances joseph declared 1 I want some
money to help fit out zion and I1 know that I1 shall have it wilford
woodruff recorded that the next day brother joseph received a letter
from sister vose of boston containning 250 he took the money out of
brotheren present and said did 1I not tell
the letter and showed it to the brotherin
you last night that I1 should soon have some money and here it is 6 sister
vose was ruth D vose of massachusetts later a plural wife of ofjoseph
joseph smith
and still later in salt lake city wife of edward sayers 7 although not a
member of the camp sister vose contributed the largest cash donation
received by the prophet and thus provided the means for the final provisioning of the camp
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who were the women and children of zions
kioes camp
zioes

the exact number and the identity of the women and children are not
definitely known many discrepancies exist among the various lists of participants and few primary sources have provided an exact account of the
nonadult normale
nonmale camp members 8 list keeping even by those who were
present was difficult due to the fluid nature of camp participation individuals joined and left the expedition periodically as the groups moved to missouri many of the available records originated not from zions
zion s camp but
from the reunions that were held in salt lake city in 18641869 and 1870
180 9

joseph smiths detachment
josephs contingent left kirtland in early may 1834 and marched
through ohio indiana and illinois before meeting hyrums
hyrams group at the
salt river in missouri on june 6 the group of over 180 people included
eight women and six children
sarah ripley sarah and her husband alanson ripley traveled with
josephs detachment records of
ofzion
zion s camp list her simply as mrs ripley but other records of the time reveal her first name sarah was thirty
two years old at the time of zions
zion s camp she is mentioned in heber C
Kim
ochis
balls record ofhis
of his experience at salt river as he attempted to wash his
kimballs
clothes mentioned below
alanson ripley served as bishop in iowa territory from 1839 to 1841
records indicate that sarah and alanson ripley later attended the nauvoo
4th
ath ward along with george maria and milo ripley presumably their
children 10 sarah and alanson were endowed in the nauvoo temple on
january 23
1846
231846
thomas bullocks record of the october 12 1864 reunion listed
A lanston sic ripley and wife as living in california 11 they attended
none of the zion s camp reunions in salt lake city
diana drake diana is included in B H robertss list thomas bullock s list and launiuss
Launi uss list reprinted from the history orthe
of the reorganized
church she is not included in either joseph holbrooks or solon foster s
lists the historical record gives the name of a diantha drake born
december 15
1815 in vermont of daniel and patience perkins drake 12 if
151815
this person accompanied zion s camp she would have been eighteen years
old and most likely unmarried no men with the surname drake appear on
any zion s camp lists diana drake probably remained loyal to the church
and traveled to the west with the saints she is one of three women who
attended the zion s camp reunion on october 991869
1869 13
jane clark jane appears on joseph Hol
broWs 1864 list as a particiholbrooks
hoi
pant in joseph smiths detachment 14 unfortunately because many jane
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clarks can be found in church genealogical records it is currently impossible to determine which jane clark may have marched in zion s camp
like diana drake janes single status can be assumed from the absence of
any men with her surname
clementsz
clementss
ss life is well documented but
ada winchell clements ada Clement
unfortunately her participation in zion s camp is not only the list of
zion s camp participants recorded in the history of the church indicates
that she traveled to missouri in 1834 15 and she did not attend any zion s
camp reunions
ada aidah winchell was born december 241801
243180 in hebron new
york she married albert clements on january 211821 or 1822 the couple
joined the church after their marriage and later traveled with the ripleys
from new york to florence ohio in 1833 16 the clements endured persecution in missouri and even lost a son paul in the missouri violence the
couple continued loyal to the church and proceeded with the saints to
nauvoo illinois after joseph smith s martyrdom ada attended the august 81844 meeting at which the saints chose the new leader odthe
ofthe
of the church
ada received a witness of brigham young s authority but albert who was
not at the meeting aligned himself with sidney rigdon s claim to church
leadership 17 A rift developed in the marriage and ada made plans to
accompany the main body of saints to the west without her husband she
received her temple ordinances by herself on january 27
1846 18
271846
ada resolved to go with the saints and share their fate even unto
death19
death 19 and proceeded to the salt lake valley with four young children
arriving there in october 1852 she and albert divorced a few years later
both remarried and were widowed sometime in the 1870s
18os the children
arranged a surprise meeting between their parents both granted forgiveness to the other and decided to remarry
mary chidester mary chidester appears on most of the zion s camp
lists born april 21809 in vernon new york mary parker married john
madison chidester on december 28
of 1832 they joined
1830 in the spring of1832
281830
the church and moved to ohio where they joined zion s camp in 1834
they brought their two small children john age 2 and eunice age 1i 20
surely the difficult conditions of the expedition were augmented by the
chidesters continued with
necessity of caring for two small children the Chidesters
the saints through the difficulties in missouri and illinois and settled in
utah where they were called to settle dixie in 1862 they attended the
october 10
1864 reunion ofzion s camp and their residence was given as
lo
101864
washington washington county utah 21 mary died on february 331879
1879
in washington
mary snow gates born july 30
1813 mary grew up in st johnsburg
301813
vermont and developed a lifelong love of astronomy 22 she married jacob
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gates on march

and joined the church in june 1833 she was
twenty years old when they left vermont along with two of marys brothzerubbabel and willard to join zion s camp in the spring of 1834 23
ers Zerubbabel
presumably they learned about zion s camp from one the pairs of messengers that joseph smith had sent to the east when they finally met the main
camp jacob saw the face of our beloved prophet joseph smith an experience he remembered and recorded almost sixty years later 24 jacob also
dareing the time of the cho
noted that mary was present dureing
cholerra
lerra when 14 or
3325
1125
1325
25 mary
and jacob moved to
15 of our brethren were slain by its ravages
nauvoo with the saints and migrated to utah in late 1847 26
jacob served the church in many capacities including a call as one of
the first seven presidents of seventy his responsibilities often took him
away from home mary s life included much sadness and difficulty plagued
by continual marital problems jacob and mary separated and she settled
into a house in st george utah in a letter to mary s brother erastus jacob
related marys history of personal problems
16

1833

that she has long since been an un welcom visiter to her brothers
and all of your family & everybody els & it is a miserable condition for any
one to be in you know she has been insane one halfofher
half of her life & the spirit she
cherished
cheri sed has produced but little comfort to her self or me but with all her
has cherised
faults 1I neve harber biterness
bitterness
toard her for 1I believe her na turley
biterness in my heart board
to be a good woman 27
I1 a m aware

childlessness and anguish over her husband s polygamous marriages
caused mary great mental anguish in her later life but the earlier hardships
ofzion s camp and life in missouri may have contributed to her emotional
difficulties jacob recognized the severity of mary s experiences in missouri as she was left alone in the midst of enemies years later mary and
jacob set aside their difficulties briefly in order to attend two zion s camp
reunions one in 1864 and the other in 1869 2 8 obviously her emotional
and spiritual connection to the expedition was important enough to desire
reunification with the group mary snow gates died february 9 1891 in
21
st george utah 29
nancy lampson holbrook and eunice holbrook sisters in law by
marriage to brothers joseph and chandler holbrook nancy and eunice
traveled with their husbands to missouri with zions camp these women
shared many hardships on the expedition including sickness harsh
weather conditions and the care of small children
nancy lampson holbrook born august 14 1804 showed extreme
concern when her husband joseph began studying mormonism in 1832
she was hesitant and even hostile to josephs curiosity he remembered
that my wife became alarmed and thought I1 had better be at work than
1130
30
spending my time reading such deception 3030
she began staying away from
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the house for long periods and listened to the opposing views oflocal
of local ministers in spite of these forces which kept her in much fear nancy even1131
nancy was baptized
tually became convinced that mormonism was true
true31
1833 shortly after her husband s baptism josephs brother and
january 7 1833
law chandler and eunice chose to join the church in the early
sister in
inlaw
spring of 1833 chandler and eunice ages twentyfive
twenty five and twenty three
had been married two years earlier in the same community of weathers
field new york
the two couples immediately felt much opposition to their religious
choice from family and friends but they remained loyal to the church in
april 1834 nancy and joseph with two baby girls in tow and chandler and
eunice with one baby girl left weathersfield
Weathers field for kirtland ohio to join the
saints traveling to missouri with zion s camp
along the way the sisters served as helpers in the laundering chores of
the camp heber C kimball recalled his experience
my first attempt at washing my clothes took place at salt river my shirts
being extremely dirty I1 put them into a kettle of water and boiled them for
about two hours having observed that women who washed boiled their
clothes and 1I supposed by so doing they boiled out the dirt I1 then took them
and washed them endeavoring to imitate a woman washing as near as I1
could I1 rubbed the clothes with my knuckles instead ofthe
odthe
of my hand
ofmy
of the palm ofay
and rubbed the skin off so that my hands were very sore for several days my
and finally gave it up and
attempts were vain in trying to get the dirt out
wrung them and hung them out to dry having no flat irons to iron them I1
took them to sisters hollbrook and ripley to get them ironed when they
saw them they said 1I had not washed my clothes 1I told them 1I had done my
best and although 1I had boiled them two hours before washing and had
washed
shed them so faithfully that I1 had taken the skin off my knuckles still I1
had not been successful in getting the dirt out they laughed heartily and
informed me that by boiling before washing 1I had boiled the dirt into them 32
zions s camp experience gave the men a stronger appreciation
hopefully the zion
for the toilsome domestic responsibilities of nineteenth century women
both nancy and eunice contracted cholera during the epidemic joseph
holbrook described the outbreak about this time the cholera began to
make its appearance in our camp and my wife was one of the first that was
taken down with it but she recovered from it in a few days being adminis
cered
tered to by brother bugetts brother john burkett below liberty 33 soon
after eunice contracted the disease but her suffering was more acute
in the morning my brothers wife eunice was very sick with cholera we
therefore thought it best to get some place as soon as possible so we removed
to the stable and corn crib although it was raining by the middle of the
forenoon my brothers wife was cramping with most violent spasms for life
but brother cyrus daniels and carlos granger took her into the house and
nursed her with the greatest attention so that in a few days she had escaped
the hands of the destroyer 34
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the two couples continued to reside in a

stable and corn crib for ten weeks

until a small house was built
both nancy and eunice remained active and loyal to the church even in
the midst of extreme persecutions in missouri nancy suffered much
cormons fled
remembered her husband in the early spring of 1839 when mormons
missouri to quincy illinois nancy carried her infant daughter and guided
her other three young children across the mississippi river the families settled in nauvoo where nancy died of cholera on july 161842 nancy s suffering was exacerbated by continual hardships illness and exposure since she
dofher
participated in zions camp in 1834 nevertheless through all ofher
of her difficulties nancy remained loyal to the movement that required so much personal
sacrifice joseph holbrook described his cifes
wifes courage and endurance
thus 1I had in an unexpected moment been deprived of one of the best of
ofmothers she had stood with me in six troubles through
wives and the best of mothers
the missouri troubles with death with fortitude all the attendant evils with
sickness and her faith had always been firm and unshaken in the cause of the
lord in these last days without a murmer or a reflection she had firm hope
in a glorious resurrection for which she had obeyed the gospel and lived and
spent her life for we had lived together in the most perfect understanding for
almost twelve years 35

the holbrook

family members showed devotion to their cause and

continued loyal to the church throughout their lives joseph holbrook and
his second wife hannah continued to utah with joseph and nancys three
surviving children including sarah lucretia and charlotte who had traveled with zions camp in 1834 nancy s legacy lived on through her daughters they remained faithful to mormonism in utah
eunice and chandler holbrook also continued west and settled in
utah they attended the reunion of zions camp in 1864 and listed their
residence as millard county utah their daughter diana who was only an
infant when she traveled with her parents to zion attended the 1870 reunion of zion s camp members indicating the strength of the bonds that
were formed with the group 36
betsy parrish little is known about betsy parrish except for the circumstances
cum stances surrounding her death betsy appears on all of the lists of
zion s camp members she and her husband warren 37 joined josephs
group somewhere in ohio on or about june 241834 the group reached
half miles from liberty missouri and cholera
rush creek about two and a halfmiles
overtook the camp george A smith recalled that sister parrish and sev11311
38
eral others were taken with the cholera 37381
from june 24 through early july
cholera raged through the camp many in the group felt that it was a punishment from god for the sins of murmuring and discord that had
occurred in josephs detachment
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the cholera outbreak

created a memorable impression in
odthe
the minds ofthe
of the camp members
many diarists noted the circumstances of suffering and death
with much sympathetic feeling
cholera was very contagious and
quickly caused violent spasms of
vomiting on june 24 wilford

woodruff remembered that our
cars
ears were saluted with cries and
moan
ings and lamentations on
meanings
every hand 399 As a treatment for
the disease the victim was doused
with cold water or dipped in a
stream then fed a concoction of
whiskey thickened with flour to
the consistence of starch 400 according to woodruff about sixty
eight members suffered from the
malady of the women at least

nancy holbrook eunice hol-

0

zions camp marker this monument honors the fifteen saints who died of cholera at
rush creek missouri in june and july 1834
all but two algernon sidney gilbert and
nine year old phebe murdock had come to
missouri with zion s camp betsy parrish
was the only female member of zion s camp
who died the monument was erected by the
missouri mormon frontier foundation in
1997 at the mound grove cemetery independence missouri where remains unearthed
in 1958 at rush creek were re buried the obverse of the marker is shown on page 138

brook and betsy parrish became
ill betsy parrish was the only
female member of zion s camp
who died
amasa lyman adequately summarized the effect of ofwatching
watching his brothers and sister die
there were some half dozen of the brethren stricken down and all lying on
the floor in a small apartment this was a scene that can be more easily imag
ined than described to see men stricken down in a moment and in a short
hour the ruddy glow of health displaced by the paior of death to see the
human form divine that at the dawn of morning was stately and erect in all
the perfections of manly beauty to see its perfections and beauty of form
melt away in the death struggle of a few short hours 41

to lyman

these were not just nameless faceless deaths

he continued

who are they the question reaches to and stirs the
fountain of feeling within us for they are no strangers that are writhing at our
feet these are the forms of the loved the faithful and the brave with them we
had labored with them we had rejoiced together in the truth they were
kenderest
endeared to us by the tenderest
ten derest ties that bind heart to heart and soul to soul
ere I1 left I1 gave a parting look breathed a hasty prayer and tore myself away
41
from the scene of death 42

and to think the sufferers
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records of betsy parrish s death provided proof of the burial site of
some cholera victims in 1958 in missouri cattle on a farm at rush creek
unearthed three skeletons there scientists from the university of missouri at columbia studied the remains and determined the age and gender odthe
of the individuals one was a woman who had probably died between
ofthe
43
because of the gender identification and the loca25 and 35 years old
tion of the remains scientists identified them as belonging to members of
zions camp the bones are all good and with one of them being a
woman it looks pretty authentic it s quite likely those were the people
44
because everything balances out
smith s
out44
this finding matched joseph smitis
description of the 1834 burial As it was impossible to obtain coffins the
brethren rolled the corpses in blankets carried them on a horse sled
about half a mile buried them on the bank of a small stream which empties into rush creek 45

hyrum smith and lyman wights detachment

on assignment from the prophet joseph hyrum smith and lyman
wight traveled north to michigan for more recruits from pontiac michigan the group of twenty marched southeast and met joseph s division in
eastern missouri elijah fordham recorded the daily workings of this
camp including the prayers and religious services conducted by its leaders
this detachment seemed to run more smoothly than joseph s group and
had fewer conflicts than its larger counterpart the leaders assigned
specific responsibilities to each of the men the three women assisted with
laundering and cooking 46 the camp took on the appearance of a small
family unit unlike josephs detachment which had more of a military
character with its smaller group divisions the michigan band also
benefited greatly from the assistance of ofmembers
members along the route and never
lacked for food fordham noted a relative scarcity of illness and tension in
the camp but they still endured suffering often walking with bloody and
blistered feet the group included three women
aurelia houghton louisa aurelia curtis houghton was born janucanacee
181g in canatee
Ca natee pennsylvania 47 she and her husband osmon also
ary 12
121819
identified as ornon in various spellings left pontiac michigan with
other members ofthe
odthe
of the huron branch traveling to missouri osmon worked
as a woodchopper and often gave the opening prayer for the camp and aurelia served in various capacities with the other women as a cook and laun
dress the only documented case of discord within the group arose
concerning the houghtons
Houghtons A spirit of conflict emerged because members
of the branch felt that the couple did not carry their full workload fordham remembered that
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gh ton had not
as som of the brethren had thoughts that bro & sister hou
houghton
done their duty and we had cast reflections and hints we were astonished
at the consequences when we were informed of them by bro smith we

saw the evil felt humble and readily confessed to each other and to god
and with uplifted hands covenanted to forget and forgive all that had
41
passed and do so no more 48

after this experience no other occasions of conflict occurred in
Houghtons returned to full fellowship with the
hyrum s group and the houghtons
group fordham celebrated that truly the lord is with us all things go
smoothly and we are rejoicing aurelia became ill during the trek as the
41
aurelia and osmon congroup neared quincy illinois in early june 1834 49
tinued with the church to nauvoo where aurelia died on march 10
1845 50
lo
101845
sophronia curtis sophronia joined hyrum s group with her huszz
ons
band mecham and his brother lyman curtis 51 james bradley s az
zions
camp gives Sophroni
Me
mechams
chams age as 17 at the time of the
sophronius
sophronias
as age as 24 and mechals
expedition bradley also states that they died active in the church but gives
12
no location of death 52
another record suggests that mecham died in 1887
13
but no mention is made of sophronia 53
charlotte alvord charlotte alvord was born september 25 1815 at
lockport niagara county new york A member of the branch at pontiac
michigan in 1834 the eighteen year old was one of two or three single
women who traveled to missouri with zions camp
A misconception connected with charlotte began in 1983 when milton V backman listed some of the children in hyrum s group as being
four sons of charlotte alvord 54 this error stems from the grammatical
hams lists of members char
fordhams
nature of george A smiths and elijah Ford
lottes name appears sequentially last in the grouping of women sisters
aurelia houton sophronia curtis charlotte alvert and 4 boys george
fordham lyman littlefield david D dart josiah littlefield 55 somehow
the statement has been interpreted as charlotte alvert and her four boys
in truth the 4 boys are george fordham lyman littlefield and josiah
littlefield david D dort was forty one years old at the time of zion s
camp the 4 boys are not some nameless sons of charlotte besides mislottes marital status this error also caused an overestirepresenting Char
charlottea
charlottes
mation of the number of children in the camp
charlotte was single during the trek but her marital status soon
changed possibly as a result of her participation in zion s camp she drew
the attention of another member from the branch at pontiac lyman curtis a twenty two year old man traveling with his brother mecham and
sister in law sophronia whether the romance grew before during or
after the expedition is unknown but the couple was married either in late
1834 or february 1835 in missouri 56
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lyman and charlotte alvord curtis had eleven children between 1835
and 1860 the couple followed the saints through the missouri and nauvoo
experiences together they received their temple endowments in nauvoo on february 71846 on the overland trek lyman left charlotte and six
children at winter quarters he continued to the great salt lake valley
with brigham youngs advance company and was one of the first to enter
the valley on july 221847 he returned to winter quarters with president
young in the fall of 1847 and the family continued to salt lake together
charlotte alvord curtis established her home in salt lake city As a
polygamist lyman curtis probably had various residences but listed his
Pond town named after salem pond in present
own permanent home as pondtown
day salem utah they both attended the first reunion of zion s camp in
salt lake city in 1864 but their names were listed separately as lyman curtis and charlotte alvord as they had been listed on the original camp lists
before their marriage charlotte gave her residence in 1864 as the 19 ward
G S L city whereas lymans
Pond town utah 57 charclymans residence was pondtown
lotte and lyman attended the 1869 reunion and charlotte attended again
3158
1158
58
in 1870 by herself where she was finally listed as charlotte curtis 0158
charlotte died september 991879
1879 in salt lake city

ofzions
zions camp
the children of

the number of zion s camp

children is still debated interestingly
joseph holbrook gave no children s names in his list even though the two
holbrook couples had three daughters between them
joseph smiths detachment joseph and nancy holbrook had two
daughters that accompanied the camp sarah lucretia holbrook was born
field new york and charlotte was born noweathersfield
january 21
1832 in Weathers
211832
vember 26
ofzions
zions camp
1833 neither sarah two years old at the time of
261833
nor charlotte six months would have any recollection of the march however their association with the camp remained important all of their lives
when charlotte died in utah at age thirty two her father made a particular mention that she went to missouri with her father s family in zion s
59
camp 1834 79
cousin to sarah and charlotte diana holbrook was the
daughter of chandler and eunice born october 27 1833 she was only a
few months old as her family traveled to zion diana attended the zions
camp reunion of 1870 showing that despite being an infant during
marchers
mar chers
zion s camp she felt a connection with the barchers
john and mary chidester brought their two small children john age
two and eunice age one neither ever attended a reunion 60
ten year old bradford elliott accompanied his father david the only
mention of bradford is that he fired off a gun which went through a tent
and lodged in the axle tree of a wagon charles C rich further recorded
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that two unidentified young men were playing with a pistol it went off
when one was shot in the thigh cut it some and the bullet lodged in his
61
shirt
shirt61
bradford elliott is often counted among the male adults on camp
lists he died in salt lake city in 1852 62
some lists include sarah pulsipher who would have been nine years
the church lists sarah pulsipher as the daughter
old in 1834 the history of
orthe
of zera pulsipher 63 zera pulsipher was not a member of the camp so
sarah might have been traveling with another family
an unnamed child appears on some lists a daughter ogalvin
ofalvin winegar
this seems unlikely as alvin was an unmarried eighteen year old traveling
61
with his father samuel 64
hyrum smith and lyman wights detachment like bradford elliott
offlyrum s detachment could be considered children but are
two members ofhyrum
sometimes listed as adults george fordham age nine or ten and lyman
littlefield age thirteen or fourteen 65 george fordham traveled with his
father record keeper elijah fordham as part of the smith wight detachment lyman littlefield and his brother josiah age unknown but probably
in his late teens accompanied their father waldo also with the michigan group george fordham and lyman littlefield continued to utah with
the church 66
zions
zion s camp had a great impact on the lives of these young men
lyman littlefield provided some understanding of this impact in his recollections written near the end of his life he claimed to have been thirteen years and six months at the time of the march he regretted that he
was not a man in stature so that he might participate more in the performance of camp duties as was the privilege of the men more important
than his physical contribution to the camp was the opportunity littlefield
had to see the prophet he recalled
As the camp was making ready to depart 1I sat tired and brooding by the road
side the prophet was the busiest man of the camp and yet when he s aw me
he turned from the great press of other duties to say a word of comfort to a
child placing his hand upon my head he said Is there no place for you my
boy if not we must make one this circumstance made an impression on
my mind which long lapse of time and cares of riper years have not effaced 67

zions s camp instilled
littlefield s experience with joseph smith during zion
in the young man a great loyalty to the prophet the same can be said for
most of the people who worked closely with joseph during those few
weeks the opportunity to hear joseph s teachings firsthand was an irreplaceable process of promoting faith and allegiance any number of zion s
camp participants could have echoed littlefield s words of testimony
mere boy between thirteen and fourteen years old when I1 first met the
prophet his appearance as a man won my reverence for him but his conversa
tion and public teaching all attended by a power truly godlike established
I1 was a
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me in the faith and knowledge ofhis
ochis
of his prophetic mission which strengthened with
the lapse of years until he sealed his testimony with his blood in the jail at
carthage in 1844 68

the zion s camp

fields conviction
littlefields
experience contributed to lyman Little
josephs s leadership
about joseph

women and the zions camp experience
much like the women of the mormon battalion and other military
expeditions the zion s camp women contributed in various ways to the
overall character of the group and its success and helped prepare for later
mass migrations to the west the women helped with the traditional
domestic duties of cooking and laundering and caring for children they
also provided a civilizing influence on the camp
men women and children all suffered from inclement weather shortages of food and shelter and difficulties of epidemic illness perhaps seventy people or 35 percent of the camp suffered from cholera which then
killed thirteen camp members that a woman betsy parrish can be included among its martyrs is an important statement about the sacrifice
that women were willing to make those that did sacrifice their lives were
promised many eternal and spiritual blessings
the unifying aspect of social interaction left a lasting impact on the
zions camp veterans in spite of the difficulties camp life ran smoothly
much of the time these people prayed together sang together and communed together responsibilities for overall camp productivity were
shared equally thus encouraging cooperation among members humor
and socializing represented the lighter side of these interactions the
laughter play and mischief of young children and teenage boys must have
had a cheering effect on the serious atmosphere surrounding the camp
even romance and courtship were present one can only suspect at what
point charlotte alvord and lyman curtis began to notice one another
pseudo military expedition it also had the
although zion
ziol s camp was a pseudomilitary
makings of a mass familial migration with all of the social spiritual and
civilizing qualities associated with men women and children traveling
together the attendance at the reunions of 18641869 and 1870 shows how
important both male and female veterans considered the friendships they
had made while marching to missouri
even more important than the social unity of zion s camp was the
spiritual unity much has been studied about the impact that the 1834
march had on creating a church membership and leadership that was
loyal faithful and devoted to joseph smith and the church firsthand
observations of joseph smith taught the members important leadership
skills As lyman littlefield explained his witness of josephs sermons
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established me in the faith and knowledge of his prophetic mission direct interaction created a strong tie among the early members and between
the members and leaders
the sisters and children of zion s camp had testimonies that were
powerful and individual the event that most adequately summarizes this
faith building among the women is told by joseph holbrook
after joining with hyrums
hyrams group at the salt river branch in missouri
with the purpose of continuing to jackson county joseph smith anticimob bers he wanted to
mobbers
pated possible violent altercations with missouri robbers
protect the women and children and asked the men who had brought families to acquire cabins for them they were to leave them there at salt river
until any military actions were concluded joseph holbrook began to obey
this counsel 1 I provided a house for my family as directed and was about
who had wives with
brethern
br
to leave my family as was the rest of the bretherd
ethern
69
them 1161
either the women protested at this arrangement or the prophet
simply had a change of heart for he then declared that if the sisters were
willing to under go a siege with the camp they could go along with it 70
truly it was a revolutionary notion for the sisters to accompany the men
into a possible military skirmish the women said they would like to go
and they liked brother joseph better than before for the privilege he gave
them of continuing in the camp 71 this statement captures the important
legacy of zion s camp on its women participants as they gained powerful
faith and lasting devotion to the church
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jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives
7 andrew jenson the historical record salt lake city by the author 1889
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according to james bradley there are seven lists of the members of zions
camp provided by B H roberts 1902 and 1947 andrew jenson 1889 thomas bulnews 1864 joseph holbrook 1864 solon foster copied by
lock 1864 the deseret
deseretnews
thomas colborn in 1879 and james bradley 1988 bradley zion s camp 263 an
111
eighth list might be added roger Launi
uss reprinting odthe
ofthe
of the list in joseph smith III
ili and
launiuss
lesus christ oflatter
of latter day saints
of jesus
heman C smiths history orthe
of the reorganized church ofjesus
B H robertss list in joseph smith s history orthe
of the church published in 1902 and
1947 is the most comprehensive and inclusive it lists charlotte alvord sophronia
curtis mary snow gates nancy lambson holbrook betsy parrish ada clements
mary chidester diana drake eunice holbrook mrs houghton
ripley
other lists differ only slightly from this one the most significant difference is robertss
inclusion of ada clements she and her husband albert appear only on this list
joseph holbrook in his history of 1864
864 includes neither ada clements nor diana
drake but does include jane clark
the participation of some of the women can be presumed from a comparison of
the various lists the identities of the women who traveled with hyrum smith and
lyman white are recorded in elijah fordham s journal sisters aurelia houton sic
ofthe
of the branch
sophronia curtis and charlotte alvert sic elijah fordham journal odthe
of the church of christ in pontiac michigan territory holograph microfilm may 5
journal
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fo
18341
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mary snow gates nancy holbrook eunice holbrook betsy parrish mary chidester
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camp those who are less certain are diana drake ada clements and jane clark
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